Thank you for coming!
Al Filreis  “The Snow Man” by Wallace Stevens
Samantha Barrow  “LA Rte 82” by Samantha Barrow
Arielle Brousse  “First Snow at Alsace” by Richard Wilbur
John Timpane  “Winter beforelight” by John Timpane
Alicia Oltuski  “Ice Fishing”
Miriam Mann Guerrero  Excerpt from The Snow Falcon by Stuart Harrison
Matthew Abess  “Sestina d’Inverno” by Anthony Hecht
Jennifer Snead  “Why Stop at Salmon?” by Jennifer Snead
Emily Missner  Excerpt from The Winter Room by Gary Paulsen
David Grazian  “Horses and Men in Rain” by Carl Sandburg
                “Man and Do on an Early Winter Morning” by Carl Sandburg
                “Before Air Conditioning” by Donald Rumsfeld
Conni Bille  “These Winter Sundays” by Robert Hayden
             “Winter” by Conni Billi
             “Lines for Winter” by Mark Strand

thank you to

Adrienne Mishkin and the exquisite volunteers, including Jill Ivey, Alexis Nguyen, Anna Levett, Lindsay Fullerton, Nora Badal, and Maria Sciarrino, for cooking dinner!